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Italian textile machinery at ITM in Istanbul

From 2011-2023, the local Turkish textiles industry invested roughly US$ 80 billion in new technologies.

For textile machinery manufacturers Turkey is a major trading partner, given the importance of its textile and garment indu-
stry on a global scale. With regards to Italy’s textile machinery sector, Turkey ranks second among foreign markets, with 
Italian textile machinery exports in 2023 amounting to a value of EUR 183 million.

Accordingly, the relevance of Turkish market for Italian machinery manufacturers justifies their significant presence as 
exhibitors at the upcoming ITM industry trade fair to be held in Istanbul from 4-8 June 2024.

In addition to the numerous Italian companies present at ITM with their very own booth or through agents, 16 companies 
will be exhibiting in an area organised by the Italian Trade Agency and ACIMIT – the Association of Italian textile machinery 
manufacturers (Hall MA, booth M004). The Italian pavilion will be hosting the following ACIMIT associated members: 
Bematic, Kairos, Macchine Carù, Martex, Noseda, Ommi, Pafasystem, Pinter Caipo, Proxima, Ramina, Ratti, Sicam, 
Siltex, Testa and Ugolini.

ACIMIT president Marco Salvadè comments: “Italy’s textile machinery sector boasts a strong partnership tradition with 
Turkish textile manufacturers. From 2011 to 2023, the local textile industry invested roughly US$ 80 billion in new technolo-
gies, where more often than not these investments regarded the acquisition of Italian machinery. Indeed, Italy is one of the 
main suppliers of technology to local textile manufacturers, along with Germany and China.”

“We want to strengthen this leadership position on the Turkish market,” added Salvadè. “Thanks in part to the latest tech-
nological developments being put forward by Italian machinery manufacturers, above all in the digitalisation of production 
processes, thereby enhancing efficiency and optimization. I’m quite sure that visitors at ITM will be able to find at the 
booths of our exhibitors the most suitable solutions to raise the level of competitiveness of Turkish textiles.”
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